
Build Your Own Snowman

1. Adjective

2. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

3. Noun - Plural

4. Noun - Plural

5. Adjective

6. Part Of Body

7. Verb - Base Form

8. Part Of Body

9. Part Of Body

10. Noun

11. Noun
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Build Your Own Snowman

1. First you start by getting a Adjective of snow and pack it together.

2. Than you take that snow ball you just created and start Verb - Present ends in ING on the ground until you

have a snowball to the size were you can barely put your Noun - Plural around it, this will be your large

snow ball.

3. Repeat steps one and two expect make two snow balls; one half the size of the first one this will be your

medium snow ball and the other one half the size of the second one this will be a small snow ball.

4. Take the medium size snowball and put it on top of the largest snowball, then take the small snow ball and put

it on top of the medium size snow ball. (If the snow balls don't stay on top of each other add snow around the

snowball where they ouch each other).

5. Find two Noun - Plural about the same length, four Adjective of coal, an old scarf, and a carrot.

6. Take one stick and stick it in the upper Part of Body of the Verb - Base Form snow ball and on the

opposite side put the other stick in. Now your snow man has Part of Body !

7. Take two coals and put them about an inch apart on the small snow ball to create the Part of Body .

8. Take two pieces of coal that are left and break them place them at the bottom of the small snowball to create

the mouth.

9. Place Noun between the top of medium snowball and bottom of the small snowball.

10. Place the Noun in between the eyes and the mouth to create the nose.
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